Presents
Angel’s salumi Item codes,
sizes and pricing

6806

6808

6801

LONZINO

LOMO

Angel’s Salumi
& Truffles LLC

1.5#

1.5#

ROSETTE DE LYON

6812

1.1#

6805

DUCK PROSCIUTTO

SALAMI NOSTRANO

12oz

1.1#

6804

1.1#

SOPRESSATA PICANTE

6809

6811

DUCK SALAMI

BERKSHIRE & VENISON SALAMI

7oz

6803
19587

WHITE TRUFFLE SALAMI

20211

7.5oz

WILD BOAR SALAMI

8oz

8oz

BLACK TRUFFLE SALAMI

8oz

“When one has tasted it he knows
what the angels eat.”
Mark Twain

(1835-1910) u.s. humorist, writer, and lecturer.

With the growing appreciation in America for artisan and authentic traditional foods our mission is to
produce handcrafted and cured authentic gourmet European Salumi and fine natural meats blended
with the flavors from the Mediteranian. We only use pure bred Berkshire pork and all-natural meats.
Our founder – Pascal J-F BESSET
Pascal has served as the executive chef and made his kitchen apprentissage in six 5 stars hotels,
two of these ranked as top 10 hotels in the World. With classical Charcutier (cooking devoted to
meat products such as ham, sausage and cured meats made primarily from pork and game) chefs
training and many years of experience honed to his palate he is firmly established as a leading
expert on gourmet products. Pascal studied the specialized branch of Charcuterie in the South of
France, Monte-Carlo, Corsica and Paris working alongside Bernard Broust and Mr. Langlois, Silver
Medal M.A.F and M.O.F Chefs in Charcuterie, at the Gaston Lenotre School. Pascals father’s long time
friend Cesar Merlino, Chef and Maitre Charcutier in the French Alpes, was his first Master and
mentored Pascal in his trade.
Pascal has been involve in the Southern California food scene for many years. Working mostly
behind the scenes as a wholesale distributor for many years he has been instrumental in introducing
high quality products to some of the region’s top Chefs and Hotels.
He sources only the finest ingredients for his signature line of Salumi. Each recipe has been refined
extensively by him and he personnally oversees all production in small batches ensuring quality and
consistency for your pleasure.
Why we use Berkshire hog?
Raised in Kansas using old and traditional ways Berkshire hogs are extremely tender and suculent
with the lowest PH value for any pork providing health benefits. The quality berkshire salumi we
produce has outstanding sweetness meat with unparalleled tenderness, moisture and aromatic
flavors.
Our Berkshire hog is unique in that it in included in the 6 point USDA verified program
ensuring consistent quality and incororating documented quality management systems
employing ISO 9000 series standards to certify claims related age, source and location from
birth to harvest, feeding practices, other raising protocols, and details related to processing.
To ensure a safer, calmer, more humane environment Berkshire Hogs are assocaited with
Humane craft processing using a new CO2 stunning system preventing livestock from feeling pain
while preserving the naturally deep color of Berkshire pork. The reduction of stress also improves
the pH in the meat.

No artificial ingredients, coloring or preservatives are used, and all products are minimally
processed. Berkshire Pork is now considered to be some of the finest natural pork available, the
return of real pork. The pigs, reared on family owned farms containing 200 to 600 pig maximum,
are allowed to roam and root freely, spending as much of their days outside as weather and
temperament permit. They are raised without the use of sub-therapeutic antibiotics or
growth-promoting hormones.
The Berkshire Hog line has unsurpassed characteristics with deep roots in Europe and America,
going back hundreds of years to Britian. And now, chefs worldwide are acclaiming its unique
characteristics. Processing considerably more marbling than conventional pork and a richer,
deeper color, it consistently produces meat with unparalleled tenderness, moisture and flavor.
The response of cooks, restaurateurs, retailers and chefs have consistently exceeded our
expectations and they’ve confirmed what our Japanese customers already know.
Berkshire Hog combines new and old standards of flavor achieved through refined breeding and
natural production methods while selling into the very discriminating Japanese market. There we
have consistently satisified the taste for “Kurobuta”, the traditional name by which Berkshire pork
is known and enjoyed in Japan. Similar to Wagyu / Kobe Beef, it is raised and prepared as a delicacy,
savored in smaller portions for its flavor.

WILD BOAR SALAMI

BLACK TRUFFLE SALAMI

DUCK SALAMI

LOMO

